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Please accept this as a comment to the project considering foreign ownership of nuclear reactors.

Background
The Atomic Energy Act and NRC regulations disqualify any applicant for a nuclear power plant operating
license if the applicant is owned, controlled or dominated by a foreign national, a foreign corporation or a
foreign government. In recent years, a number of licensing actions before the NRC have involved
complex issues of foreign ownership, control and domination. This is likely due to the increased
globalization of the electric power industry and complexity of corporate structures generally.

The Commission directed the staff in March to provide its assessment and proposals by Dec. 3 1. At this
time, no specific changes to guidance or regulation are under consideration.

The NRC held a Webinar on Aug. 21 to Discuss Regulations On Foreign Ownership of U.S. Reactors. I
was able to participate in this webinar, and additional comments were requested.

Note: We were told that the comment period ended on August 2, 2013, prior to the webinar. This practice
of having the comment period close prior to the public comment event does not make any sense and
should not be repeated.

Current regulations require that companies that run nuclear reactors much be at least 50% owned by U.S.
entities. The Calvert Cliffs plant was proposed to be owned and operated 100% by a company based in
France, and actually part of the government of France. See LBP-12-19 for details. This was the reason the
NRC opened this project.
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Foreign Owners should have a super-minority position.
The current regulations were formulated prior the events of Sept. 11, 2001 which changed the perceptions
of the homeland security, and many related regulations. It is time to respond to these issues by making
sure that foreign ownership is a super-minority (<33%) of ownership of these plants, and U.S. citizen
ownership should be a super-majority (>66%). Furthermore, the company should be based in the U.S. and
subject to our laws (and not just a shell corporation).

We take this position due to safety concerns at these plants and the inherent properties of the regulatory
systems utilized in the U.S., including the U.S. NRC, and other political and governmental institutions
that operate to help guide policy followed by that institution, as well as political pressure put on owners
through other (non-official but extremely important) mechanisms. Let me explain.

1. The NRC is inherently biased against Safety and for increased industry profits

Although the NRC boasts proudly that it holds safety as the number one goal, the systems and culture of
the agency are actually constructed the other way. This is not a accusation that the NRC is corrupt or the
people who work there are all co-opted by the industry. On the contrary, these workers are likely
innocently working within the system, but the system itself is constructed such that a severe bias toward
profits and against safety exists.

The details of this assertion are contained in this companion document:
http://www.copswiki.org/Common/M 1381 and attached to this document as Attachment A.

2. Political Pressure is therefore very important

Given the inherent bias against safety which is systemic within the NRC, working "outside the system" is
extremely important for those who are advocates for increased safety. These mechanisms include:

" Political pressure through our traditional representative institutions. This mechanism requires that
we contact our elected representatives who then may have an effect against the "slippery slope"
against safety and toward profits. The effect may include changes in laws, directives to the agency,
etc.

* Political pressure outside traditional representative institutions. This mechanism includes
attempting to affect the political climate in which all the actors exist, such as the corporations who
are (properly) working for increased production (and therefore profits). However, if the climate is
such that actions away from safety become unpopular, it will be difficult for those corporations
and/or governmental agencies can blindly move in that direction.

" Market Pressure. If a company is marked as being "against safety" it may see its value change in
the market. This allows those who are advocates for safety to have an effect on the decisions these
companies make, and that can stop the slide down the slippery slope toward profits and away form
safety.

If we are dealing with foreign entities, these pressures disappear. For example, in the Calvery Cliffs plant,
if it is 100% owned and operated by the French-based organization, the political pressure here in the U.S.
would not exist. Any political pressure is all but impossible in such cases.

3. The bias should be toward safety.

As mentioned, internal to the NRC, systems and culture is biased toward profits and away from safety. To
offset this, we should make sure that external to the NRC, the mechanisms are biased the other way, i.e.
toward safety. To do this, we require that the regulations be tightened up so that any entity that operates
nuclear reactors must be owned at a super-majority basis, i.e. 66%.



4. There is a danger that we lose control of the plant.

At an extreme, there is a danger that not only will these operators be immune to political pressure toward
maintaining safety, but the plant itself could fall into control by an unfriendly foreign entity through
innocent actions to allow control by trusted foreign entities. Say, for example, that we allow France to
own the Calvert Cliffs plant. Over time, let's assume that France moves toward more control by religious
extremists, say in the Islamic culture, which is actually growing stronger in France all the time. Assume
the French government is secretly infiltrated by those extremists unbeknownst to the us. They are
operating the plant, and upon a call through religious circles, the plant is used to blackmail the U.S.

Although the scenario above is entirely fictional, it is not that far from reality. The names may change, the
religion may change, but the fact remains, that the risk exists.

Conclusion
We therefore conclude that the current regulations are insufficient to fulfill the stated goal of the NRC to
put safety as the number one goal. These regulations should he changed to require at least 66% of the
owners of the plant be U.S. citizens and residents within the domestic boundaries of the country.
Furthermore, the company should be based in the U.S. and subject to our laws.

Respectfully submitted,

--Ray Lutz National Coordinator, Citizens Oversight

Sincerely,

Raymond Lutz
National Coordinator, Citizens' Oversight Projects



ATTACHMENT "A"

NRC Culture Biased Toward Profits and Against Safety
This Page: http://www.copswiki.org/Common/M 1381

Introduction
Citizens Oversight has briefly engaged with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) over the last year
or so regarding mainly the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. We learned a thing or two from this
involvement, and one of those things is the fact that the system used by the NRC is inherently biased
toward increased industry profits and against increased safety. This may come as a surprise given all the
talk by the NRC how they put safety first. But let's face it, nuclear power is inherently dangerous. You
can't get absolute safety, there will always be some risk. It would be nice if the systems employed by the
NRC were able to strike a fair balance between these two forces. Unfortunately, their procedures has
inherent bias that will allow decisions to drift toward increased profits and reduced safety as a result.

Note: Because this is a systemic problem, i.e. a problem in the system itself, the fact that it exists does not
mean that we are accusing the NRC of being corrupt or disingenuous. Largely, there is no real awareness
of this problem, and the practitioners within it innocently participate without realizing that the system
itself is tilted in the wrong direction.

Legal Paradigm Inappropriate
The NRC uses a system that is based on a legal paradigm to manage changes in the regulations which are
intended to ensure the safety of nuclear plants. In this section, we will show that this system is inherently
biased against increased safety, and most particularly when it is possible for a licensee to avoid further
processing of questions by withdrawing License Amendment Requests (LARs), and the subsequent
vacating of decisions based on their initial request (which actually happened to us.)

To explain this situation, we will attempt to construct a logical proof based on reason and logic. This
approach is taken here because, we will show, that the legal paradigm is untrustworthy and biased, and
should not be utilized in its present form by the NRC and other similar organizations. So for example
quoting cases to prove precedent, which is commonly used within the legal paradigm will not be used.

Consider the set of Licensees who are controlled by a set of regulatory constraints contained in the
Technical Specifications (TS) and other similar public documents. The Licensees have an appropriate
agenda to increase production (and therefore profits), with the likely outcome that safety margins in the
TS are constantly challenged or reduced. There are a set of Intervenors who have the agenda to increase
(or maintain) safety margins, with the likely outcome that profits of the Licensees are constantly
challenged or reduced.

In an attempt to construct a means to balance these competing agendas, the NRC utilizes a system based
on the legal paradigm, where it is hoped that the two points of view will reach a balance and the best
possible decisions will be made. Within this paradigm, there are a number Of doctrines and traditions that
have been adopted from the the criminal justice system and applied to this system. We find that many of
these doctrines and traditions are inherently biased, and in their implementation here, the bias is toward
increased profits and reduced safety.



Asymmetric Application

In the traditions of Western law, there are Plaintiffs and Defendants they have different roles and rights in
the traditional court of law. For example, in a criminal case, the plaintiff is the prosecutor and the
defendant is a person accused of a crime. There are two major outcomes of the case. If the defendant
broke the law, then the defendant is supposed to be found guilty, and if not, not guilty. Such courts do not
ever analyze the law itself and decide that the defendant is not only not guilty, but the law itself is
improper, and as a result, his rights should be increased. So the pendulum only swings one way. You have
to operate outside the court system completely using the political system and law-making bodies of
government to get it to swing the other way. Thus, this system is inherently asymmetric because it can
only work to change status quo in one direction.

The system used by the NRC is similar because has adopted the mechanisms and traditions of the courts.
Licensees make requests to change the constraints of the TS using LARs but Intervenors can only object
to these requests. Thus with no other factors at play, this asymmetric application of the legal paradigm will
result in changes to the status quo only in one direction -- reduced safety margins and increased Licensee
production (and profits) -- but never increased safety margins.

Consider a hypothetical TS containing 100 constraints. The Licensees request that 25 of the constraints
are reduced, thereby allowing higher profits and reduced safety margins. Intervenors are successful in
stopping say ten of these requests. Thus, 15 of the constraints are reduced. There is no similar process to
increase the constraints and thereby possibly increase safety. Either the Licensees are successful at
reducing them or they are not. Later, if they are first unsuccessful at reducing the constraints, they can
attempt to reduce the constraints again and again, and only if Intervenors are successful can the reduction
in safety be stopped. In many cases, the changes in the TS go unchallenged by Intervenors completely,
and if they do, then the practice implied by the changes in the TS start to proliferate in the industry, and
then we start to hear that since there are no accidents yet, that safety must be good enough, and the issue is
never vetted by the hearing process.

This asymmetry is exacerbated by a vast difference in the ability of the parties to fund support of their
position. Utility-funded licensees hire vast legal teams to prepare requests and to defend them against
challenges, and they have nearly unlimited time to process their requests. Intervenors have limited
resources and typically have a very short time window to prepare an adequate response, and are not
compensated by the NRC for their efforts. Even if the two sides were equally capable, there is no pressure
to increase safety margins within this structure. Licensees will rarely, if ever, request that safety margins
be increased and profits decreased. Without such a request, Intervenors have no mechanism to push
toward increased safety.

An additional factor in asymmetry is excessively difficult criteria that Intervenors must fully comply
before the technical aspects of their contentions can be heard. In addition to just being difficult, it provides
advance warning to the Licensee so that they can potentially withdraw their LAR so that no precedents
can be established in favor of the Intervenors (see "Vacating is Biased," below).

Stare Decisis

This latin terms that means "to stand by decided cases; to uphold precedents; to maintain former
adjudications". [[http://constitution.org/col/0610staredrift.htm#01][[1]]] We assert, as have others, that this
doctrine can and does frequently get off track 1:

[I]t has come to take on a life of its own, with all precedents being presumed to be well-
founded, unbiased legal decisions, rather than political decisions, and presumed to have both
the authority of the constitutional enactments on which they are based, plus that of the
precedents on which they are based, so that later precedents are presumed to be more



authoritative than earlier ones.

The doctrine also tends to give great weight to the opinion in the case, even to the point of
treating the opinion as though it was law, even though only the order and findings have the
actual force of law, and only in that case, and an explanation of how the decision was reached
is only dictum, or commentary. This means that a poorly-worded opinion can define a set of
legal positions that exceed the bounds of the underlying constitutional enactments, and
become the basis for future precedents, as though they were constitutional enactments
themselves. The problem is exacerbated by the failure of judges to clearly delineate the
boundaries between edict and dictum.

The doctrine tends to disfavor legal argument that precedents were wrongly decided,
especially if they are precedents established at a higher level in the appeals hierarchy, and to
demand the litigants "distinguish" their cases from adverse precedents, arguing that those
precedents do not apply to the present case because of elements that make it different from the
cases on which the precedents were established. This can be very difficult to do if there are a
great many recent cases on the same issues which cover most of the possibilities.

There is no question that a body of knowledge must be maintained to assist with the correct and
appropriate application of regulations to the industry to thereby provide adequate safety margins.
However, the mindless application of stare decisis within a legal paradigm will always allow the
knowledge base to drift from reality. In this case, because of the asymmetrical nature of the system from
the get-go, the drift will again be toward reduced safety and increased industry profits.

In any system that makes decisions, some decisions will be faulty. Since all such decisions are in the
direction of reduced safety, over time the drift toward profits and away from safety can become extreme.

The same reference above goes on to say:

There are two variants on the doctrine of stare decisis. The problem we have discussed here is
with the strong form, which treats precedents as binding. However, there is a weaker form,
which treats precedents as merely persuasive. In this second variant, a dissenting opinion
could be more persuasive than the prevailing opinion, if the person citing it agreed with it. In
this variant, precedent becomes merely a convenient way to save time and words by citing the
reasoning in another case, saying "My reasoning is similar to that", and nothing more.
Historically, what came to be treated as binding started as persuasive. Returning to treatment
of precedents as merely persuasive would solve the problem discussed here, but history shows
us that judges are prone to drift back to treating them as binding unless some corrective
mechanism is instituted to prevent it. Finding such a check would then be an essential
component of any lasting reform.

Stare decisis is the way judges seek the safety of the herd. We need to demand they exhibit
more courage, and return to fundamental principles, resorting to stare decisis only when the
positions lie on the fuzzy boundary of the region of legitimacy.

This was used against our petition regarding a LAR at San Onofre. Even though the case referenced was
far different from our case, Atomic Licensing and Safety Board (ASLB) ruled that they could not allow
our petition a hearing because of the prior precedent. Relying on precedent means the judges are not
willing to think the case through.



Vacating Interventions is Inherently Biased

In addition to the asymmetry described above, there is an unfortunate asymmetry due to the fact that
Licensees can withdraw their LAR "prior to a hearing" and any related decisions that may have resulted
from the initial processing of the LAR are vacated, and essentially erased from the knowledge base used
in the application of stare decisis.

For LARs that are challenged by Intervenors and approved, those cases remain within the set of cases that
can be referenced as applicable precedent, per stare decisis mentioned above. However, if Licensees see
that their LAR may not be successful and the arguments of the Intervenors may be successful, they can
pull their LAR (or sometimes completely close the plant) and the Licensee (and NRC Staff) will move (as
they did in our petition for intervention at San Onofre) that all decisions and actions in process,
particularly those which were in favor (or may produce results) of increased safety and in general
opposition to their profit motive, should be vacated. This act will remove those decisions from the
potential knowledge base for references to support arguments to support the positions of the Intervenors.
Thus if Licensees withdraw their LARs before the hearings occur, we are left with only those arguments
and positions that support the Licensees, and all arguments that support the positions of the Intervenors
are lost. Therefore, the knowledge base of precedents is biased toward those decisions that were in favor
of a LARs approval, and any decisions that could potentially exist that would disallow LARs in the future,
are removed through the vacating process. This is in inherently biased process and is bad policy.

Instead, just the opposite should be the case. If a Licensee withdraws their LAR or shuts down the plant
when threatened with a likely successful action by an Intervenor, all cases related to those premature
withdrawals (or closures) should be processed to their conclusion, particularly when the implications of
the case may be useful in the precedential knowledge base, such that future actions by Intervenors can be
supported. We assert that instead of vacating and ternminating these proceedings, they should be continued
to their logical conclusion to actively avoid the bias inherent in the vacating process.

Removal of Constraints

One common strategy to further allow safety margins to be reduced is for Licensees to remove constraints
from the TS and place them in "Licensee-controlled documents" which are proprietary in nature, so these
constraints can be modified at will by the Licensee without any threat of an objection by Intervenors. This
reduces the number of constraints included in the set, and not just the value of the constraints. Such a
strategy been a trend in recent years and permanently decreases the ability of Intervenors to ensure that
adequate safety margins exist. This action essentially eliminates the constraints from the entire process,
and as such, is not just a simple change to the constraint, but essentially elimination of the constraint from
the process, providing Intervenors with no ability to object to unreasonable changes to the constraints.

So in the example above, if instead of arguing to loosen the 25 constraints out of the 100 constraints in the
regulatory set, the Licensee simply eliminates them completely by relocating the constraints to a "licensee
controlled document," thereby eliminating any future threat that Intervenors may be able to stop loosening
of those constraints to reduce safety and increase profits.

NRC Staff Parrots the Industry Position

In proceedings, Intervenors are not just struggling to make their point against the members of the industry.
They are also faced with another party, the NRC Staff. Since the NRC Staff members who participate in
these hearings and other hearing-like meetings are attorneys, they dwell within the biased framework, and
quote chapter and verse of legal precedent that has been established in the same biased system, thereby
making it nearly impossible for intervenors to even hold the line and stop the slide toward profits on this
slippery slope. Within that legal paradigm, these attorneys are acting appropriately. Unfortunately, the
procedural paradigm in biased from the get go.



Staff Analyses Jump Over Safety Analysis and Go Directly to
Cost/Benefit Analysis
There is one opportunity for safety to be increased outside the scope of the legal paradigm described
above. This is when the NRC Staff conducts independent investigations into an issue to determine if
changes to regulation are warranted. This should be an opportunity to move up the slippery slope
described above and improve safety. In fact, the procedures in place are intended to do just that.
Unfortunately, the NRC does not implement their own procedures according to the noble intentions
obviously behind them, and there is little if any progress up the slippery slope.

An example is in order here. On August 22, 2013, a webinar was conducted regarding "Japan Lessons
Learned Tier 3 Issue: Expedited Transfer of Spent Fuel to Dry Cask Storage." (See NRC ADAMS
accession ML 13231 A069? for presentation slides.) This project was started because it was noted that
spent fuel stored in fuel pools was compromised at the Fukushima Daiichi power plant while spent fuel
stored in dry casks was not harmed by the earthquake or tidal wave. It does not take a Ph.D. to realize that
dry casks are safer than pools. But how much safer, and does the act of transferring it and handling the
fuel eliminate the safety improvements?

The regulatory process uses what the NRC calls a "Tier 3 Plan." (For some reason they don't use the more
descriptive "3 Tier Plan" since there are three phases in the process.)

" Phase 1 - Evaluate whether substantial increase in public health and safety exists.
" Phase 2 - If necessary, perform detailed analysis of costs and benefits
" Phase 3 - If necessary, consider other factors (criticality, mitigating stragegies, solar storms,

economic consequences, new regulatory framework, etc.)

In this case, they were working on Phase 1, with due date being a Commission paper by October 2013. So
you would think this phase would be all about safety and public health, comparing the situation in fuel
pools with the situation in dry casks, including the increase in safety provided by the casks compared with
the danger imposed by the act of transferring them, and then the improvement in safety of the pools as a
result.

Instead, they get into a cost/benefit analysis right away, concluding that "Alternative considered does not
achieve a cost-beneficial increase in public health and safety for the reference plant."

The most the public can do here is to make comments on the progress of the regulatory analysis. There
may be a way outside the procedures of the NRC to affect this methodology. Clearly, they are not
following the process, which should first detail out the improvements in safety that would be possible by
going to dry cask storage, and clearly there are. They should not get into any cost/benefit analysis until
Phase 2, if they actually follow their own procedure. But apparently, following the proper procedure
would expose the fact that safety and public health would improve, and the only reason the are not doing
it is because it there is a cost.

But the reality in this case is that the cost factors are exaggerated, because the current plan for all spent
fuel is to eventually move it to dry casks. So to say that it will cost $47 million per plant is not really
correct, because that expenditure will eventually have to occur anyway. The real cost is just the fact that
the plant will have to make the change earlier in time. In this case, it seems that the result was
predetermined, and the NRC Staffjust had to find a way to support it. They wanted to cut this off in Phase
1, so intervenors (advocates for safety) would have no ammunition to use in any future proceedings.
So again, we see that by not following their own procedures, the NRC allows profits to dominate over

safety. It is driven by culture and procedures that are inherently biased.

1 http://constitution.org/col/0610staredrift.htm "How stare decisis Subverts the Law," Jon Roland
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